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A leading sports psychologist and a veteran sports writer examine the new mental training techniques of Russian and Eastern
European athletes and detail exercises that allow everyone to benefit from those techniques.
Even among the most elite performers, certain athletes stand out as a cut above the rest, able to outperform in clutch, gamedeciding moments. These athletes prove that raw athletic ability doesn't necessarily translate to a superior on-field experience—its
the mental game that matters most. Sports participation—from the recreational to the collegiate Division I level—is at an all-time
high. While the caliber of their games may differ, athletes at every level have one thing in common: the desire to excel. In The
Champion's Mind, sports psychologist Jim Afremow, PhD, offers the same advice he uses with Olympians, Heisman Trophy
winners, and professional athletes, including: • How to get in a "zone," thrive on a team, and stay humble • How to progress within
a sport and sustain long-term excellence • Customizable pre-performance routines to hit full power when the gun goes off or the
puck is dropped With hundreds of useful tips, breakthrough science, and cutting-edge workouts from the world's top trainers, The
Champion's Mind will help you shape your body to ensure a longer, healthier, happier lifetime.
Award-winning coach and sports psychologist Jim Afremow has helped everyone from Olympians to professional athletes train
their mind, body, and spirit. Now, in this new young adult edition of his highly praised The Champion’s Mind, Dr. Afremow is
helping student athletes do—and feel—their best. Whether you are striving to balance your school and sports accomplishments, or
just get that extra edge in your sport, his sage advice will be a much-needed guide in helping you navigate the field—or rink or
court. New additions to The Young Champion’s Mind include such topics as:- Tips on how to get in a “zone,” thrive on a team,
and stay humble- How to progress within a sport and sustain excellence long-term- Customizable pre-performance routines to hit
full power when the gun goes off or the puck is dropped
A "guide to success in all aspects of life-- not just sports-- from business to relationships to personal challenges of every
variety"--Amazon.com.
An award-winning trainer draws on experience with such top athletes as Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant and Ken Griffey, Jr. to
explain how to tap dark competitive reflexes in order to succeed regardless of circumstances, explaining the importance of finding
internal resources and harnessing the power of personal fears and instincts.
Mental training is just as important as physical training when it comes to success in sport. And like physical fitness, mental
toughness is something that can be taught and learned. Yet many young athletes have not learned the psychological skills needed
to develop their best game. This book was written specifically for young athletes interested in improving their performance and
reaching their potential in sport. Bring Your "A" Game introduces key strategies for mental training, such as goal setting, preperformance routines, confidence building, and imagery. Each of the seventeen chapters focuses on a single mental skill and
offers key points and exercises designed to reinforce the concepts. The book encourages athletes to incorporate these mental
skills into their daily lives and practice sessions so that they become second nature during competition. Whether used at home by
student athletes or assigned by coaches as part of team development, Bring Your "A" Game will help young performers develop a
plan for success and learn to deal with the challenges of pursuing excellence in sport.
Praise for Mind Gym "Believing in yourself is paramount to success for any athlete. Gary's lessons and David's writing provide
examples of the importance of the mental game." --Ben Crenshaw, two-time Masters champion and former Ryder Cup captain
"Mind Gym hits a home run. If you want to build mental muscle for the major leagues, read this book." --Ken Griffey Jr., Major
League Baseball MVP "I read Mind Gym on my way to the Sydney Olympics and really got a lot out of it. Gary has important
lessons to teach, and you'll find the exercises fun and beneficial." --Jason Kidd, NBA All-Star and Olympic gold-medal winner In
Mind Gym, noted sports psychology consultant Gary Mack explains how your mind influences your performance on the field or on
the court as much as your physical skill does, if not more so. Through forty accessible lessons and inspirational anecdotes from
prominent athletes--many of whom he has worked with--you will learn the same techniques and exercises Mack uses to help elite
athletes build mental "muscle." Mind Gym will give you the "head edge" over the competition.
Unlock your athletic potential and get into the best shape of your life with Krista Stryker’s HIIT and bodyweight workouts—all of
which can be done in just minutes a day! If you’ve ever thought you couldn’t get results without spending hours in the gym, that
you’d never be able to do a pull-up, or that it’s too late to get in your best shape ever, The 12-Minute Athlete will change your
mind, your body, and your life. Get serious results with high-intensity interval training (HIIT) workouts that can be done in just
minutes a day. Give up the excuses and learn to use your own bodyweight and a few basic pieces of portable equipment for short,
incredibly effective workouts. Reset your mindset, bust through mental blocks, and set meaningful goals you’ll actually
accomplish. You can finally ditch the dieting and enjoy food as fuel with simple eating guidelines to the 80/20 rule. In The
12-Minute Athlete you’ll also find: –A guide to basic calisthenics and bodyweight exercises for any fitness level –Progressive
exercises to achieve seemingly “impossible” feats like pistol squats, one-arm push-ups, pull-ups, and handstands –More than a
dozen simple and healthy recipes that will fuel your workouts –Two 8-week workout plans for getting fitter, faster, and stronger
–Bonus Tabata workouts –And so much more! The 12-Minute Athlete is for men and women, ex-athletes and new athletes,
experienced athletes and “non-athletes”—for anyone who has a body and wants to get stronger and start living their healthiest life.
The international bestseller that will help you transform your personal and professional life by changing the way you think. Today, the
pressure to achieve is intense. To be at our best, we need our minds working at peak potential. But unless you train it, your mind stays on
autopilot, stuck in unhealthy thought patterns that lead to self-sabotaging habits and behaviors. As with your body, you have to exercise your
mind to get the most out of it. Sebastian Bailey and Octavius Black, founders of Mind Gym, help you change your mental default settings
through a series of “workouts” that have been tested and experienced by more than one million people from around the world and from
companies such as Google, NBCUniversal, Shell, Pfizer, and PepsiCo. This hands-on guide presents a fitness program for the mind that
tackles the most common challenges at work and home: How to adopt a positive mindset How to repair broken relationships How to resolve
conflict successfully How to influence others How to minimize stress and gain energy How to be more creative Insightful, proven, and
practical, Mind Gym is the essential mental workout that will wake up your mind and help you be your best in life.
Describes how athletes reach a high level of performance in which they feel perfectly attuned toward their sport
Elizabeth Gilbert, author of The Signature of All Things and Eat, Pray, Love “What a cool and fascinating ride. Leigh Ann Henion has tackled
one of the great questions of contemporary, intelligent, adventurous women: Is it possible to be a wife and mother and still explore the world?
Her answer seems to be that this is not only possible, but essential. This story shows how. I think it will open doors for many.” Heartfelt and
awe-inspiring, Leigh Ann Henion’s Phenomenal is a moving tale of physical grandeur and emotional transformation, a journey around the
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world that ultimately explores the depths of the human heart. A journalist and young mother, Henion combines her own varied experiences as
a parent with a panoramic tour of the world’s most extraordinary natural wonders. Phenomenal begins in hardship: with Henion deeply
shaken by the birth of her beloved son, shocked at the adversity a young mother faces with a newborn. The lack of sleep, the shrinking social
circle, the health difficulties all collide and force Henion to ask hard questions about our accepted wisdom on parenting and the lives of
women. Convinced that the greatest key to happiness—both her own and that of her family—lies in periodically venturing into the wider world
beyond home, Henion sets out on a global trek to rekindle her sense of wonder. Henion’s quest takes her far afield, but it swiftly teaches her
that freedom is its own form of parenting—one that ultimately allows her to meet her son on his own terms with a visceral understanding of the
awe he experiences every day at the fresh new world. Whether standing on the still-burning volcanoes of Hawai‘i or in the fearsome lightning
storms of Venezuela, amid the vast animal movements of Tanzania or the elegant butterfly migrations of Mexico, Henion relates a world of
sublimity and revelation. Henion’s spiritual wanderlust puts her in the path of modern-day shamans, reindeer herders, and astrophysicists.
She meets laypeople from all over the world, from all walks of life, going to great lengths to chase migrations, auroras, eclipses, and other
phenomena. These seekers trust their instincts, follow their passions, shape their days into the lives they most want to lead. And, somewhere
along the way, Leigh Ann Henion becomes one of them. A breathtaking memoir, Phenomenal reveals unforgettable truths about motherhood,
spirituality, and the beauty of nature. Oprah.com "Part travel memoir, part parenting manifesto and part inquiry into those 'fleeting,
extraordinary glimpses of something that left us groping for rational explanations in the quicksand of all-encompassing wonder.'"
Mental Toughness For Young Athletes is a book designed to help kids and teens find and strengthen their mental toughness mindset muscle.
There are a lot of books out there for mental toughness for the adult mind, but not a lot for the developing mind. This book fills the gap. Filled
with proven, easy to apply, 5-minute exercises, "Mental Toughness For Young Athletes" is a chronicling of an actual youth athlete's mental
toughness journey. In the book he and his father talk about their mental toughness struggles and successes. They also give the exact mental
toughness exercises that helped them down their path towards their success. If you have a young athlete who is struggling with finding and
growing their mental toughness this book is for you. Real proven exercises with a young athlete's perspective. Experts are great, but having a
kid's mindset and thought process included in a book about mental toughness for kids and teens is priceless.
The Athlete’s Guide to Recovery is the first comprehensive, practical exploration of the art and science of athletic rest. If you've hit a wall in
your training, maybe it's because your body isn't recovering enough from each workout to become stronger. Hard workouts tear down the
body, but rest allows the body to repair and come back stronger than before. Athletes who neglect their recovery will gain little from workouts,
risking injury, overtraining, and burn out. The Athlete's Guide to Recovery offers a full exploration of rest and recovery for athletes. In her
book, certified triathlon and running coach and pioneering yoga for athletes instructor Sage Rountree will guide you to full recovery and
improved performance, revealing how to measure your fatigue and recovery, how much rest you need, and how to make the best use of
recovery tools. Drawing on her own experience along with interviews with coaches, trainers, and elite athletes, Rountree details daily
recovery techniques, demystifying common aids like ice baths, compression apparel, and supplements. She explains in detail how to employ
restorative practices such as massage, meditation, and yoga. You will learn which methods work best and how and when they are most
effective. The Athlete's Guide to Recovery explores: • Periodization and overtraining • Ways to measure fatigue and recovery including heart
rate tests, heart rate variability, EPOC, and apps • Stress reduction • Sleep, napping, nutrition, hydration, and supplements • Cold and heat
like icing, ice baths, saunas, steam rooms, whirlpools, and heating pads • Home remedies including compression wear, creams, and salts •
Technological aids like e-stim, ultrasound, Normatec • Massage, self-massage, and foam rolling • Restorative yoga • Meditation and
breathing Then you can put these tools and techniques to practice using two comprehensive recovery plans for both short- and long-distance
training. This invaluable resource will enable you to maintain that hard-to-find balance between rigorous training and rest so that you can feel
great and compete at your highest level.
“10-Minute Toughness is a solid mental training program. In fact I feel it is the best of its kind. . . . [It's] what the title says: ten minutes a day
that connects your talents and abilities to the outcome you're seeking. As a retired NFL player looking forward, I can see as many
applications for the toughness Jason Selk's program brought out of me in the business world as there were on the football field.” --Jeff
Wilkins, Former NFL Pro Bowl Kicker “The mental side of the game is extremely important. 10-Minute Toughness helps the players develop
the mental toughness needed for success; it really makes a difference.” --Walt Jocketty, General Manager of the 2006 World Champion St.
Louis Cardinals “Jason Selk has spent a tremendous amount of time and energy developing effective mental-training programs and coaches
workshops. He is truly committed to helping individuals and teams to perform at their very best, when it really counts.” --Peter Vidmar,
Olympic Gold Medalist Mental training is a must for high performance both on the field and off. But simply hoping for mental toughness isn't
going to build any mind muscles. You need a proven routine of daily exercises to get you where you want to go. 10-Minute Toughness is your
personal coach for boosting brainpower and achieving a competitive edge in whatever game you play. With quickness and ease, you'll learn
how to master your own mind and psych out your opponents using personalized techniques from one of America's most successful sport
psychology consultants. Like no other program available, the 10-Minute Toughness (10-MT) routine gets you ready for the competition in just
ten minutes a day.
The first research-based program to offer concise, clear ways to realize your best performance. As a therapist, physician, and mental coach,
Dr. Michael Lardon has dedicated his career to helping athletes understand and better achieve peak performance. In Finding Your Zone, he
shares with readers what he's discovered about reaching the state in which thoughts and actions are occurring in complete synchronicity, and
how this state is accessible to all, not just the few. In ten key lessons illustrated by personal anecdotes from his clients' Lardon teaches
readers how to access the zone not only in sports but in all aspects of their lives, by understanding how to: - Transform desire into will Channel emotions to victory - Trust instincts and keep it simple - Conquer fear through acceptance - Perform under pressure
Athletes work hard in practice, putting in the time and the grind, but when it comes to game time, sometimes they miss the mark. They know
they're capable of more-and their coaches and trainers know it, too-but when the lights are on them, and the pressure rises, they often
underperform. The truth is, physical training is only one part of any athlete's game. The mental game is just as important, yet in young
athletes, mindset is almost never a focus in development and practice-and it's costing them results.In Playing in the Box, renowned sports
psychologist Dr. Pete Temple describes how young athletes can use simple mental exercises to relax, improve, and achieve their goals on
and off the field or court. If you've ever struggled in competition, Dr. Temple's practical approach will help you develop confidence, drive, and
resilience, so you can bounce back from setbacks, relax when the game gets tense, and reach your full potential.
In golf the playing field is also landscape, where nature and the shaping of it conspire to test athletic prowess. As golf courses move away
from the "big business, pristine lawn" approach of recent times, Bradley S. Klein, a leading expert on golf course design and economics, finds
much to contemplate, and much to report, in the way these wide-open spaces function as landscapes that inspire us, stimulate our senses,
and reveal the special nature of particular places. A meditation on what makes golf courses compelling landscapes, this is also a personal
memoir that follows Klein's own unique journey across the golfing terrain, from the Bronx and Long Island suburbia to the American prairie
and the Pacific Northwest. Whether discussing Robert Moses and Donald Trump and the making of New York City, or the role of golf in the
development of the atomic bomb, or the relevance of Willa Cather to how the game has taken hold in the Nebraska Sandhills, Klein is always
looking for the freedom and the meaning of golf's wide-open spaces. And as he searches, he offers a deeply informed and absorbing view of
golf courses as cultural markers, linking the game to larger issues of land use, ecology, design, and imagination. Purchase the audio edition.
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Champions, as the familiar adage preaches, are not born—they're made. Reaching the top of any sport, or any aspect of life, takes years upon
years of dedication and proper preparation. But if there's a huge pool of individuals who have undertaken the same commitment and steps
towards becoming the best, what truly separates the winners from everyone else? Joanna Zeiger believes proper mental preparation is the
answer. The Champion Mindset is a much-needed and long overdue look into how to program a competitor's mind to achieve optimal
success. Changing behaviors and ways of thinking are never easy, but the chapters in this book aim to simplify this process to make it
manageable and achievable. This book is for every athlete—from the weekend warrior, who wants to complete in his or her first 5k running
race, to those who have aspirations of one day becoming Olympians and world champions. The Champion Mindset is a compendium of
Zeiger's own personal journey from struggling novice swimmer to Olympian and World Champion. Through steps including: Proper Goal
Setting, Keeping it Fun, Building Your Team, Intention in Training, Improving Motivation, Promoting Self-Confidence, and Mind/Body
Cohesion, among others, Zeiger uses her decades of personal experience, doctoral-level research, and professional success, to prepare
readers to go all-in with their mental game.
Much too often, the mental aspect of sport performance is overlooked. While all top athletes are in outstanding physical condition and
technically exceptional, mental preparation is often what separates the best from the rest. This is just as true for young athletes as it is for
pros and Olympians. And even though relatively few athletes will ever reach the top of their sport, the attitudes and life lessons learned from
mental training—such as motivation, confidence, focus, perseverance, and resilience—will serve them well in all aspects of their lives. In Train
Your Mind for Athletic Success: Mental Preparation to Achieve Your Sports Goals, Dr. Jim Taylor uses his own elite athletic experience and
decades of working with some of the world’s best athletes to provide competitors of every ability with insights, practical exercises, and tools
they can use to be mentally prepared when it really counts. His Prime Sport System explores the attitudes that lay the foundation for athletic
success, the mental obstacles that can hold athletes back, the preparations they must take, the mental muscles they should strengthen, and
the mental tools they need to fine tune their competitive performances. Most importantly, Dr. Taylor shows athletes practical strategies they
can use to become mentally strong so they can perform their best when it matters most. Train Your Mind for Athletic Success goes well
beyond the typical mental skills that are discussed in other mental training books. Readers will not only learn why mental preparation is so
important to athletic success, but also where they personally are in each area thanks to brief mental assessments in each section of the book.
In addition, each chapter includes exercises to show athletes how to incorporate mental training directly into their overall sport training
regimen. The most comprehensive and in-depth book on mental preparation for athletes available, Train Your Mind for Athletic Success is an
essential read for athletes, coaches, and parents.
The Brave Athlete solves the 13 most common mental conundrums athletes face in their everyday training and in races. You don’t have one
brain—you have three; your ancient Chimp brain that keeps you alive, your modern Professor brain that navigates the civilized world, and your
Computer brain that accesses your memories and runs your habits (good and bad). They fight for control all the time and that’s when bad
things happen; you get crazy nervous before a race, you choke under pressure, you quit when the going gets tough, you make dumb
mistakes, you worry about how you look. What if you could stop the thoughts and feelings you don’t want? What if you could feel confident,
suffer like a hero, and handle any stress? You can. The Brave Athlete from Dr. Simon Marshall and Lesley Paterson will help you take control
of your brain so you can train harder, race faster, and better enjoy your sport. Dr. Marshall is a sport psychology expert who trains the brains
of elite professional athletes. Paterson is a three-time world champion triathlete and coach. Together, they offer this innovative, brain training
guide that is the first to draw from both clinical science and real-world experience with athletes. That means you won’t find outdated “positive
self-talk” or visualization gimmicks here. No, the set of cutting-edge mental skills revealed in The Brave Athlete actually work because they
challenge the source of the thoughts and feelings you don’t want. The Brave Athlete is packed with practical, evidence-based solutions to the
most common mental challenges athletes face. Which of these sound like you? · Why do I have thoughts and feelings I don’t want? · I wish I
felt more like an athlete. · I don’t think I can. · I don’t achieve my goals. · Other athletes seem tougher, happier, and more badass than me. ·
I feel fat. · I don’t cope well with injury. · People are worried about how much I exercise. · I don’t like leaving my comfort zone. · When the
going gets tough, the tough leave me behind. · I need to harden the f*ck up. · I keep screwing up. · I don’t handle pressure well. With The
Brave Athlete: Calm the F*ck Down and Rise to the Occasion, you can solve these problems to become mentally strong and make your brain
your most powerful asset.
Foreword by Seattle Seahawks quarterback Russell Wilson From a top mental conditioning coach—"the world’s best brain trainer” (Sports
Illustrated)—who has transformed the lives and careers of elite athletes, business leaders, and military personnel, battle-tested strategies that
will give you tools to manage and overcome negativity and achieve any goal. He knows how to win. More, he knows the many ways-subtle,
brutal, often self-inflicted-we lose. As the most trusted mental coach in the world of sports, Trevor Moawad has worked with many of the most
dominant athletes and the savviest coaches. From Nick Saban and Kirby Smart to Russell Wilson, they all look to Moawad for help finding or
keeping or regaining their competitive edge. (As do countless business leaders and members of special forces.) Now, at last, Moawad shares
his unique philosophy with the general public. He lays out lessons he's derived from his greatest career successes as well as personal
setbacks, the game-changing wisdom he's earned as the go-to whisperer for elite performers on fields of play and among men and women
headed to the battlefield. Moawad's motivational approach is elegant but refreshingly simple: He replaces hardwired negativity, the kind of
defeatist mindset that's nearly everybody's default, with what he calls "neutral thinking." His own special innovation, it's a nonjudgmental,
nonreactive way of coolly assessing problems and analyzing crises, a mode of attack that offers luminous clarity and supreme calm in the
critical moments before taking decisive action. Not only can neutral thinking raise your performance level-it can transform your overall life.
And it all starts, Moawad says, with letting go. Past failures, past losses-let them go. "The past isn't predictive. If you can absorb and embrace
that belief, everything changes. You'll instantly feel more calm. And the athlete-or employee or parent or spouse-who's more calm is also
more aware, and more times than not ... will win."
Read about the attitude, the mindset, and the psychology behind success in sports! Athletes have a certain mindset. Successful athletes
have become who they are because of what happens in their brains. With the right perseverance, ego (or lack of it), ability to adapt, or
quickness and eagerness to learn, you can speed up the results of your performance and find more fulfilment in the process. In this book,
you'll learn, among others: The difference between a professional sports player and an ace athlete. Ways to interact with coaches, trainers,
and mentors. Reaching your true potential by conditioning your brain to achieve success. Overcoming weakness and ego by embracing the
entire sport and its history. Which general workouts work best and how to keep training when things get tough. What a "false champion" is
and how to avoid becoming one by not having "improper" motivational thoughts. Physical tips to keep you healthy while improving your
muscle percentage and getting in shape. Secret ways to honing sports skills. Are you curious about the rest of the information and the other
motivating thoughts mentioned in this book? Then click the "Buy with 1 click" button and get it for a low price now!
***WINNER OF THE TELEGRAPH SPORTS BOOK AWARDS 2020 – GENERAL OUTSTANDING SPORTS WRITING*** 'A fascinating book
about the psychology of elite sport... Mind Games explores compelling territory.' Don McRae, the Guardian 'An amazing book that I very
much enjoyed.' Simon Mundie, Don't Tell Me the Score (BBC Podcast) 'a fascinating book' Daily Mail It's well known that to reach the top in
elite sport, you need to have spent years honing and perfecting your physical ability. However this is only part of the template required to win
– the other half is about mind games. Throughout her career as one of the world's top athletes, Annie Vernon struggled with existential
questions about the purpose of sport in our comfortable, first-world society: Why do we do it? What is it in our psyche that makes us push
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ourselves to the limit? What allows us to mentally overcome the physical pain? Now retired from competition, Olympic silver medallist and
world champion rower Annie Vernon has decided to look for answers to these questions. Drawing on her personal experiences and
interviews with some of the best coaches, athletes and psychologists from across the world of sport – including Lucy Gossage, Katherine
Grainger, Matthew Pinsent, Brian Moore, Brian Ching and Dr Steve Peters – Annie discovers the secrets of how athletes train their brains in
order to become world beaters. Annie debunks the myth that elite performers are universally cool, calm and brimming with self-assurance.
Through exploring the bits on the inside that nobody can see, Annie instead creates a new understanding of what it takes to be successful in
sport and uncovers that, in fact, an elite athlete is not that different from you and me. It's simply a question of mind games.
Combining well-researched psychological principles with inspirational stories, a guide to helpamateur athletes take their game to the next
level, overcome adversity, stay motivated, and follow their dreams.

Yoga is the oldest known science of self-development. It is mental, physical and spiritual control. Yoga for Every Athlete
is the result of more than 20 years of experimentation and experience in the application of yoga in sports. Here you will
find guidelines on using yoga for mental and physical preparation and strength regeneration from Olympic coach and
sports psychologist Dr. Aladar Kogler. Using examples of his top athletes, Dr. Kogler illustrates how yoga conditions the
body for optimal sports training and how you can tailor a program that meets your personal goals and needs. Yoga for
Every Athlete contains 27 exercise batteries for virtually any sport in which you participate: be it bicycling, golf, running,
fencing—your performance level and enjoyment will radically improve with only 10 minutes of Yoga practice a day. No
matter what condition your body is in, Dr. Kogler's methods will increase your strength, agility, outlook, body shape and
overall mental, emotional and physical health. Yoga For Every Athlete is based on the fact that bodily processes, such as
heart rate and blood flow, can be influenced by your will. This means that your peak physical performance actually lies in
your own mental preparation. Learning and practicing Yoga feels good because it positively affects both mind and body.
When you practice Yoga you simultaneously complete several training tasks at one time, resulting in the most efficient
use of training time and energy.
New 5 X 8 Inch Special Edition Achieve the Champion Mindset for Peak Performance with this Amazon Best-Seller.
Reach New Levels of Success and Mental Toughness With This Ultimate Guide. Learn the "Science of Success" - Step
by Step - and Prepare to Excel. In this concise and highly acclaimed training guide, Peak Performance Coach and BestSelling Author DC Gonzalez teaches a blend of unique mental training technologies, sports psychology essentials, and
peak performance methods that are effective and motivational, and designed to help you in business, sports, work,
school, or life in general. Get ready to increase your self-belief, self-confidence, and mental toughness using this
powerful guide and to reach new levels of success, sports performance and personal development. Coach DC Gonzalez
is among a very fortunate few that have had the unique experience of learning from the late P.C. Siegel, a worldrenowned sports and peak performance authority, sports hypnotherapist, and Neuro Linguistics Programming (NLP)
Master Practitioner. This book is powerful, in it Dan explains, teaches, and helps you develop the psychological skills
required for peak performance, while pointing out the underlying mental training strategies that will help anyone reach
higher levels of achievement and performance - not by random chance, but by focused choice. The Art of Mental Training
teaches the critical essentials while interwoven with stories from Dan's fascinating background as an Aviator in the Navy,
a Federal Agent, Military Cyber-Security Specialist, Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Black Belt and a Peak Performance Coach. Dan
creates a powerful teaching connection between his adrenaline-filled life experiences and the mental skills and mental
training that make all the difference. * Access your true potential, control your state and excel even under extreme
pressure * Enhance performance by transforming the negative energy generated by nervousness and fear into
shatterproof confidence * Improve focus and concentration for positive results - often instantly - with battle-tested mental
training techniques * Learn the psychological factors that will help you view set-backs as opportunities to create lasting
positive change * Enhance visualization techniques and create success imagery loaded with feelings and emotions that
will generate powerful results * Understand what to practice and which success conditioning exercises will vastly improve
your self-belief, self-confidence and performance * Gain access to the coaching psychology behind redirecting anger
energy and using it to strengthen your resolve and remain in control * Use proven sport psychology techniques to leave
your ego outside your event and avoid performance choking completely * Learn to create the Ideal Performance State
using Neuro Linguistics Programming and "The Critical Three" * Get rid of limiting beliefs and the negative critic in your
head once and for all * Achieve the champion mindset and gain the mental edge over your opponents or the situation on
demand * Learn how to find the place from which peak performance springs forth The lessons and techniques presented
in this book are essential reading for anyone seeking more success and peak performance, whether it be on the playing
field, in business, or life in general. Whatever your personal endeavor may be, whatever challenge you may be facing;
these lessons will prepare you to move forward and to excel in a powerful way. Reach new levels of personal success
and performance, as you learn, practice, and apply these powerful concepts and proven techniques.
Your ultimate guide to overcoming losses and injuries and achieving greatness—on and off the field. Leading sports
psychologist Jim Afremow, author of The Champion’s Mind, knows what makes good athletes great, especially when
they come back to win after facing devastating injuries, tough obstacles, or seemingly insurmountable odds. Making a
comeback isn’t just about raw talent or athletic ability—it’s the mental game that counts most. In the new paperback
edition of The Champion’s Comeback, he offers winning strategies for athletes of any age or skill level to get mentally
psyched for competition, quickly rebound after a loss, and overcome injuries (and the fear of re-injury). Afremow explores
the psychology of commitment and shows you how to develop the core confidence of repeat champions. Featuring
unique tips and advice, including guided imagery scripts, easy-to-follow mental training exercises, and motivating stories
of famous “comeback” athletes, The Champion’s Comeback is the ultimate athlete’s handbook, encouraging you to not
only stay in the game but also achieve greatness, no matter what.
Mind GymAn Athlete's Guide to Inner ExcellenceMcGraw Hill Professional
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TRAIN YOUR BRAIN FOR EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS Now more than ever, you need a competitive edge to succeedno matter what your field or profession. This step-by-step training manual from one of North America's top performance
coaches taps into the winning mindsets of Olympic stars, professional sports teams, and Navy Seals among others to
help you achieve higher levels of performance than you ever thought possible. Jim Murphy's complete program of proven
mental techniques is based on life principles that easily apply to your company, your career, and everything you do. Inner
Excellence shows you how to: CONNECT WITH YOUR PASSION-and run with it FOCUS YOUR ENERGY-and reach
your goals BUILD ON YOUR STRENGTHS-and live your dreams GET IN THE ZONE-and achieve the extraordinary
Filled with mental performance-enhancing exercises, creative goal-driven game plans, and 50 inspiring interviews, Inner
Excellence raises the bar for success in business and in life. “Jim is an expert in his field. Inner Excellence transcends
athletics and will have a profound effect on everyone who applies these methods in their life.” -John Kehoe, author of
Mind Power into the 21st Century
Let's get down to business. This book is called Garage Gym Athlete: The Practical Guide to Training like a Pro,
Unleashing Fitness Freedom, and Living the Simple Life, and it's exactly what it says on the tin. Instead of giving you DIY
fantasies, I'm bringing DIY realities to the table. Want to save a bundle of money and still have a real reason to sell
tickets to the gun show? This is your guide.
The 7 Secrets of World Class Athletes takes you into the minds of super-star athletes when they are on top of their game.
The fascinating concept is that regardless of what sport they are playing, they have to be experiencing identical
processes in their minds. That is because the mind-body connection works the same for everyone.
The all-star adviser to athletes like Kobe Bryant and Michael Jordan shares his revolutionary, mindfulness-based
program for elevating your game “George helped me understand the art of mindfulness. To be neither distracted or
focused, rigid or flexible, passive or aggressive. I learned just to be.” —Kobe Bryant Michael Jordan credits George
Mumford with transforming his on-court leadership of the Bulls, helping Jordan lead the team to six NBA championships.
Mumford also helped Kobe Bryant, Andrew Bynum, and Lamar Odom and countless other NBA players turn around their
games. A widely respected public speaker and coach, Mumford is sharing his own story and the strategies that have
made these athletes into stars in The Mindful Athlete: The Secret to Pure Performance. His proven, gentle but
groundbreaking mindfulness techniques can transform the performance of anyone with a goal, be they an Olympian,
weekend warrior, executive, hacker, or artist. When Michael Jordan left the Chicago Bulls to play baseball in 1993, the
team was in crisis. Coach Phil Jackson, a long-time mindfulness practitioner, contacted Dr. Kabat-Zinn to find someone
who could teach mindfulness techniques to the struggling team—someone who would have credibility and could speak the
language of his players. Kabat-Zinn led Jackson to Mumford and their partnership began. Mumford has worked with
Jackson and each of the eleven teams he coached to become NBA champions. His roster of champion clients has since
blossomed way beyond basketball to include corporate executives, Olympians, and athletes in many different sports.
With a charismatic teaching style that combines techniques of engaged mindfulness with lessons from popular culture
icons such as Yoda, Indiana Jones, and Bruce Lee, Mumford tells illuminating stories about his larger than life clients. His
writing is down-to-earth and easy to understand and apply. The Mindful Athlete is an engrossing story and an invaluable
resource for anyone looking to elevate their game, no matter what the pursuit, and includes a foreword by Phil Jackson.
Unleash Your True Athletic Potential is based on the groundbreaking True Athletic Potential Program designed by author Julianne
Soviero. It addresses all the elements that affect athletic performance including: nutrition, sleep, hydration, cross-training, injury
prevention, muscle recovery and so much more. Julianne has a unique perspective on the mental aspect of performance since
she is a certified hypnotist. This book is designed to help all athletes: from professional athletes to fitness enthusiasts and
complete novices. It is a product of over a decade of research that included interviewing some of the best coaches, athletes,
trainers, physical therapists and social workers that the world has to offer. It is an essential resource for coaches and parents of
athletes.
A whimsical, candid portrait of basketball superstar Charles Barkley follows the Phoenix Suns forward as he pursues his goal of an
NBA championship, detailing his exploits on and off the court, career highlights, and more. Original. 30,000 first printing.
Whoever claims winning isn't everything obviously has not spoken with an athletic coach.Coaching the Mental Game offers
coaches of all sports a definitive volume for effectively understanding an athlete's mental awareness, which in turn will help drive
success. Author H.A. Dorfman details appropriate coaching strategies aimed at perfecting the player's mental approach to
performance. Coaching the Mental Game will become the Bible for coaches who strive to make their athletes the most complete
performers possible. Not only a wonderful asset to athletic coaches, this book will also prove to be a motivational resource for
workers in all industries as well as in the game of life.
Master your game from the inside out! With more than 800,000 copies sold since it was first published thirty years ago, this
phenomenally successful guide has become a touchstone for hundreds of thousands of people. Not just for tennis players, or even
just for athletes in general, this handbook works for anybody who wants to improve his or her performance in any activity, from
playing music to getting ahead at work. W. Timothy Gallwey, a leading innovator in sports psychology, reveals how to • focus your
mind to overcome nervousness, self-doubt, and distractions • find the state of “relaxed concentration” that allows you to play at
your best • build skills by smart practice, then put it all together in match play Whether you're a beginner or a pro, Gallwey's
engaging voice, clear examples, and illuminating anecdotes will give you the tools you need to succeed. “Introduced to The Inner
Game of Tennis as a graduate student years ago, I recognized the obvious benefits of [W. Timothy] Gallwey's teachings. . . .
Whether we are preparing for an inter-squad scrimmage or the National Championship Game, these principles lie at the
foundation of our program.”—from the Foreword by Pete Carroll
>In Pursuit of Excellence, Third Edition,> shows you how to develop the positive outlook that turns "ordinary" competitors into
winners... on the playing field and off. You'll learn how to focus your commitment, overcome obstacles to excellence, and achieve
greater personal and professional satisfaction.Author Terry Orlick, an internationally acclaimed sport psychologist, has helped
hundreds of Olympic athletes maximize their performances and achieve their goals. In this third edition of >In Pursuit of
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Excellence>, Orlick presents his special insights and experiences to help you make the most of your potential. He also identifies
the Seven Essential Elements of Human Excellence and provides a step-by-step plan for proceeding along your personal path to
excellence.Whether you are an athlete, coach, or high achiever in another walk of life, >In Pursuit of Excellence, Third Edition,>
provides the expert advice and proven techniques to fulfill your aspirations.
Why fight your way to the top when you can rise to it? Let go of the obsession to win—and you will be victorious. Acknowledge your
vulnerabilities—and turn them into strengths. Find the courage to risk failure—and begin your journey to success. That is the secret
of the TaoAthlete, and in this remarkable book t'ai chi expert Chungliang Al Huang and renowned professional and Olympic sports
psychologist Jerry Lynch teach you the time-honored principles of successful performance—whether on the playing field, in the
office, or in your relationships. By mastering the unique strategies and mental exercises of the TaoAthelete, you'll unlock the
extraordinary powers of body, mind, and spirit that will lead you to victory in any field of endeavor. Praise for Thinking Body,
Dancing Mind “This gives you a positive mental perspective and provides good focus for your mind—unconscious and
conscious.”—Phil Jackson, coach of the Los Angeles Lakers “Warning: If you're completely content with your life, don't read this
book. But if you'd like to break through to higher levels of performance, understanding, and happiness . . . this book is
magic.”—Larry Dossey, M.D., author of Meaning & Medicine and Healing Words “In six months my level of performance has grown
more than in the previous ten years of athletic training. Using Taoist principles of performance has pushed me to levels I never
dreamed possible.”—Steven Gottlieb, all-American 1989 NCAA Tennis Division III champion “Bringing Eastern thought to the
Western world of sport really works. . . . My game has improved immensely.”—Vince Stroth, offensive guard, Houston Oilers, NFL
“The Tao is responsible for me turning my life around, athletically and personally. I am now able to believe in myself and perform
to my capability.”—Regina Jacobs, U.S. Olympic Track Team
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